
Ecce Romani  ch. 5  Derivatives 
 

dies:  a / the day 
 *meridian:  (adj.)  noon,  the highest point in the daily course of a celestial body 
 *ante meridian:  (adj.)  before noon  (a.m.),   (post meridian,  afternoon,   p.m.) 
 *per diem:  for one day,   per day  (The carpenter worked per diem; he worked  
  for 3 days and the owner paid him for 3 days.) 
 
in silvam:  into the woods 
 *silvan:  (adj.)  having to do with the woods or forest 
 *silviculture:  (n.)  forestry, the art of cultivating and growing a forest 
 
rivus:  a / the stream 
 *derive:  (v.t.)  to get something from a source,  to get by reasoning  (The owner  
  of the sugar shack derived maple syrup from his maple trees, and Fortier  
  was happy!  )  
 
errant:  they wander 
 *err:  (v.i.)  to go astray, to be wrong, to make a mistake  (The teacher erred  
  when he falsely accused the student of cheating; the student was merely  
  mumbling to himself.) 
 *erroneous:  (adj.)  mistaken, wrong  (This teacher’s accusation was erroneous.) 
 *erratic: (adj.) having no fixed purpose, lack of consistency, bizarre behavior   
 
lupus:  a / the wolf 
 *lupine:  (adj.)  of a wolf or wolves 
 
ubi:  where, when 
 *ubiquitous:  (adj.)  being everywhere at the same time  (ubiquity)  (The Coca  
  Cola symbol is ubiquitous; one can see it as far away as China, Chile and  
  Australia!) 
 
repellit:  he / she drives off 
 *repulsive:  (adj.)  tending to drive off or away, being disgusting  (repulsion,  
  repulsive)  (The drunken student had vomited all over himself, and his  
  girlfriend walked away as she found his behavior repulsive.) 
 
timet:  he / she fears, is afraid 
 *timid:  (adj.)  easily frightened, lacking self-confidence  (timidity) 
 *intimidate: (v.t.) to inspire or to fill with fear,  (The Emperor did not  intimidate  
  Yoda, as  the two warriors battled in the Assembly Hall for a long time.) 
 
petit:  he / she looks for, seeks 
 *compete:  (v.i.)  to enter or be in rivalry  (competition,  competitive) 
 *petition:  (n.)  a request to a deity or to a superior, to ask someone for something 
 
calidus:  warm 
 *scald:  (v.t.)  to burn with hot liquid or steam   



Ecce Romani  ch. 5  Derivatives - Honors 
 
dies:  a / the day 
 *adjourn:  (v.t.)  to close or end a session or meeting for a time  (Seeing that his  
  employees were not paying attention, the manager decided to adjourn the  
  meeting for the afternoon.) 
 *diurnal:  (adj.)  occurring each day, daily (In order to remain competitive on the 
  basketball court, the Celtic players realized that workouts needed to be a  
  diurnal activity.) 
 
errant:  they wander 
 *aberration:  (n.)  a turning away from what is true, right and correct  (aberrant)  
  (The drug addict was destroying his life as he continued to engage in  
  aberrant behavior.) 
 *errant:  (adj.)  roving, wandering or moving about, especially in search of  
  adventure  (In Monty Python’s movie, “Search for the Holy Grail”, the  
  errant knights were on a quest for the Holy Grail.) 
 
temerarius:  rash, reckless 
 *temerity:  (n.)  rashness or foolish boldness, acting without thinking 
 *temerarious:  (adj.)  reckless, rash, acting without thinking  (Acting on a   
  double, double dare and not thinking about the possible consequences, the 
  temerarious football player punched the concrete wall and stupidly broke  
  his hand.) 
 
lupus:  a / the wolf 
 *lupus:  any of various diseases with skin lesions,  also a constellation  
 *lupus vulgaris , lupus erythematosus:  two diseases 
 
petit:  he / she looks for, seeks 
 *appetency:  (n.)  a strong desire, craving  (appetitive)  (The chocoholic had a  
  strong craving, a powerful appetency for Hershey kisses and Lindt   
  chocolate.) 
 *impetigo:  (n.)  a skin disease characterized by the eruption of pustules 
 *impetus:  (n.)  a driving force, that which moves, motivates or propels someone   
  (The student’s impetus for obtaining a college education was having lived  
  a life of poverty, hardship and pain.)   
 *impetuous:  (adj.)  moving with great force or violence, being rash, reckless,  
  acting or doing something suddenly and without thinking (impetuosity)   
  (Without thinking of the consequences, Ron Artest a.k.a. Meta World  
  Peace, ran into the crowd and impetuously attacked some of the fans.) 
 
respondet:  he / she responds, replies 
 *respondent:  (n.)  a person who responds, answers to a petition such as in a  
  court proceeding, a defendant 
 
 



Ecce Romani  ch. 5  Derivatives 
(MLR  Stand. D:  P.I. D5)   

dies:  a / the day 
 meridian:  (adj.)  
 ante meridian:  (adj.)   
 per diem:   
 
in silvam:  into the woods 
 silvan:  (adj.)   
 silviculture:  (n.)   
 
rivus:  a / the stream 
 derive:  (v.t.)   
 
errant:  they wander 
 err:  (v.i.)   
 erroneous:  (adj.)   
 erratic:  (adj.)   
 
lupus:  a / the wolf 
 lupine:  (adj.)   
 
ubi:  where, when 
 ubiquitous:  (adj.)   (ubiquity) 
 
repellit:  he / she drives off 
 repulsive:  (adj.)    (repulsion, repulsive) 
 
timet:  he / she fears, is afraid 
 timid:  (adj.)    (timidity) 
 intimidate:  (v.t.)   
 
petit:  he / she looks for, seeks 
 compete:  (v.i.)    (competition,  competitive) 
 petition:  (n.)   
 
calidus:  warm 
 scald:  (v.t.)   
 
respondet:  he / she responds, replies 
 responsive:  (adj.)   
 
 

Ecce Romani  ch. 5  Derivatives 



(MLR  Stand. D:  P.I. D5)  Honors 
 
dies:  a / the day 
 adjourn:  (v.t.)   
 diurnal:  (adj.)   
 
errant:  they wander 
 aberration:  (n.)    (aberrant) 
 errant:  (adj.)   
 
temerarius:  rash, reckless 
 temerity:  (n.)   
 temerarious:  (adj.)   
 
lupus:  a / the wolf 
 lupus:   
 lupus vulgaris and lupus erythematosus:  
 
petit:  he / she looks for, seeks 
 appetency:  (n.)    (appetitive) 
 impetigo:  (n.)  
 impetus:  (n.)   
 impetuous:  (adj.)    (impetuosity) 
 
respondet:  he / she responds, replies 
 respondent:  (n.)   
 


